Plasmid Donor Affects Host Range of Promiscuous IncP-1β Plasmid pB10 in an Activated-Sludge Microbial Community
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Horizontal transfer of multiresistance plasmids in the environment contributes to the growing problem of drug-resistant pathogens. Even though the plasmid host cell is the primary environment in which the plasmid functions, possible effects of the plasmid donor on the range of bacteria to which plasmids spread in microbial communities have not been investigated. In this study we show that the host range of a broad-host-range plasmid within an activated-sludge microbial community was influenced by the donor strain and that various mating conditions and isolation strategies increased the diversity of transconjugants detected. To detect transconjugants, the plasmid pB10 was marked with lacp-rfp, while rfp expression was repressed in the donors by chromosomal lacI. The phylogeny of 306 transconjugants obtained was determined by analysis of partial 16S rRNA gene sequences. The transconjugants belonged to 15 genera of the α- and γ-Proteobacteria. The phylogenetic diversity of transconjugants obtained in separate matings with donors Pseudomonas putida SM1443, Ralstonia eutropha JMP228, and Sinorhizobium meliloti RM1021 was significantly different. For example, the transconjugants obtained after matings in sludge with S. meliloti RM1021 included eight genera that were not represented among the transconjugants obtained with the other two donors. Our results indicate that the spectrum of hosts to which a promiscuous plasmid transfers in a microbial community can be strongly influenced by the donor from which it transfers.

Broad-host-range (BHR) plasmids have contributed to the rapid spread of antibiotic resistance determinants among bacteria (7, 48), creating an “epidemic of microbial resistance” (15). This horizontal mobile gene pool becomes advantageous to a bacterial community when it is exposed to strong selective pressure from antibiotics, such as in hospitals and animal husbandry (7). Input of specialized wastewaters originating from these sources into a water treatment plant can introduce high amounts of antibiotics and antibiotic-resistant bacteria (39), in which resistance can be mediated by (multi)resistance plasmids (19). The spread of antibiotic resistance genes is greatly enhanced by conjugative transfer combined with increasing selective pressure for resistant organisms (47). Such plasmids can be directly transferred not only to pathogenic strains but also to human commensal gut bacteria that could later serve as a gene reservoir for invading pathogens (47).

The BHR plasmids of gram-negative bacteria are known to have the ability to promote conjugation and ensure vegetative replication in a wide variety of taxonomically distantly related hosts, belonging to the α-, β-, and γ-Proteobacteria (26, 48). To understand the spread of antibiotic resistance BHR plasmids in the environment, it is important to identify the extent to which antibiotic resistance can be transferred to different members of natural microbial communities. While several studies have identified the transconjugants formed in various indigenous communities after uptake of BHR catabolic plasmids (3, 9, 12, 17, 18, 32, 35), little information (13, 36, 43) is available on the phylogenetic diversity of transconjugants that form after the introduction of a BHR antibiotic resistance plasmid in a microbial community. Moreover, no studies have explored the influence that phylogenetically distinct donors might have on the kinds of transconjugants obtained.

Although the process of conjugative plasmid transfer is largely determined by the plasmid-encoded transfer genes, it also relies in part on the characteristics of the host in which the plasmid resides. Nevertheless, very few studies have examined the possible effects of the plasmid host on plasmid transfer properties. It has been suggested that host factors may influence conjugative plasmid transfer by regulating the transcription of transfer genes and that the extent of this influence might be indicative of a broad or narrow host range (25). Alternatively, although little is known about recipient recognition and the nature of the conjugative pore (25, 27), it is possible that the plasmid donor has an effect on these processes through structural interactions with the recipient. Thus, although common wisdom is to consider plasmid host range as a purely plasmid-defined property, there is sufficient reason to investigate whether the plasmid donor could affect the host range of a BHR plasmid in a natural microbial community.

We sought to explore the range of transconjugants that received the multiresistance plasmid pB10 after its introduction into an activated-sludge microbial community, and we specifically tested the hypothesis that the donor strain delivering the plasmid affects the plasmid host range. pB10 is a BHR, multiresistance IncP-1β plasmid isolated from activated sludge...
TABLE 1. Strains and plasmids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain or plasmid</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Source or reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mv1190</td>
<td>Escherichia coli</td>
<td>Δ(lac-proAB) thi supE (xpr) Δ(srl-recA)306::Tn10(F':traD362pro ABlacP2 ΔM15)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-12</td>
<td>Escherichia coli MG1655</td>
<td>F' lambda ihoG rfp ° lif °</td>
<td>ATCC 47076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB101</td>
<td>Escherichia coli</td>
<td>K-12/B hybrid; Sm° recA thi pro leu hsdR51</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWC1</td>
<td>Pseudomonas putida</td>
<td>Rif°</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM1443</td>
<td>Pseudomonas putida</td>
<td>Rif°; KT2442 with mini-Tn5-lacI° cassette inserted into the chromosome</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMP228</td>
<td>Ralstonia eutropha</td>
<td>Rif°</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMP228n</td>
<td>Ralstonia eutropha</td>
<td>Rif°, Na°</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMP228::lacP°</td>
<td>Ralstonia eutropha</td>
<td>Rif°; JMP228 with mini-Tn5-lacI° cassette inserted into the chromosome</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE815</td>
<td>Ralstonia metallidurans</td>
<td>Rif°</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM1021</td>
<td>Sinorhizobium meliloti</td>
<td>Rif°</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM1021::lacP°</td>
<td>Sinorhizobium meliloti</td>
<td>Rif°, RM1021 with mini-Tn5-lacI° cassette inserted into the chromosome</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEZ23</td>
<td>Delftia acidovorans</td>
<td>Rif° Sm° Km°</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the plasmid pB10::rfp, plasmid pRK600, present in Escherichia coli HB101, mobilized the delivery plasmid pSM1833 from the donor, E. coli Mv1190, into the recipient, Pseudomonas putida UWC1 (pB10). Selection in LB broth-RifKmTc resulted in P. putida UWC1 derivatives with the pA1::d362::rfp cassette insertion either in the chromosome or in pB10. To obtain rfp-marked plasmids from this mixture, it was mated with Ralstonia eutropha JMP228n. Selection on LB-NalKmTc agar plates at 43°C. From this strain, the plasmid was extracted using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (QIAGEN Inc., Valencia, CA) and digested with PstI (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Samples were loaded on a 0.8% agarose gel and run for approximately 16.5 h at 30 V. The place of the rfp cassette insertion was determined by sequencing the flanking plasmid region of the cassette with the primer Tn5out (5’-CTGAATTTCGCGGCTTGA-3’), which annealed to the cassette border, directed towards the flanking plasmid DNA region.

Materials and methods

Media. Luria-Bertani medium and M9 minimal medium were prepared according to the methods of Sambrook and Russell (41), but M9 medium was supplemented with 5 ml/liter stock E (11). M9 medium and DAB medium (11) were supplemented with succinate, acetate, and citrate (SAC), each at a concentration of 2 g/liter. For all solid media, 15 g/liter of agar was added. Difco R2A agar (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ) was prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cycloheximide (300 mg/liter) was used as an antifungal agent. Unless otherwise stated, antibiotics were used at the following concentrations: 10 μg/ml tetracycline (Tc), 50 μg/ml kanamycin (Km), 50 μg/liter streptomycin (Sm), 100 μg/liter rifampin (Rif), 100 μg/liter nalidixic acid (Nal).

Bacterial strains and plasmids. The relevant characteristics of the bacterial strains and plasmids are listed in Table 1. The 64.5-kb plasmid pB10 was isolated from the bacterial community of a wastewater treatment plant in Germany (10) and has been completely sequenced and annotated (44). It has been identified as the plasmid that mediates resistance against the tetracycline (Tc), 50 μg/liter kanamycin (Km), 50 μg/liter streptomycin (Sm), 100 μg/liter rifampin (Rif), 100 μg/liter nalidixic acid (Nal).

The insertion of the mini-Tn5::pA1::d362::rfp cassette into pB10 was performed in two steps (21). First, a triparental mating was performed in which the helper plasmid pRK600, present in Escherichia coli HB101, mobilized the delivery plasmid pSM1833 from the donor, E. coli Mv1190, into the recipient, Pseudomonas putida UWC1 (pB10). Selection in LB broth-RifKmTc resulted in P. putida UWC1 derivatives with the pA1::d362::rfp cassette insertion either in the chromosome or in pB10. To obtain rfp-marked plasmids from this mixture, it was mated with Ralstonia eutropha JMP228n. Selection on LB-NalKmTc agar plates resulted in R. eutropha JMP228n clones carrying pB10 with the pA1::d362::rfp cassette inserted. One clone, designated R. eutropha JMP228n(pB10::rfp), was mated with E. coli K-12 to obtain E. coli K-12(pB10::rfp) after selection on LB-KmTc agar plates at 43°C. From this strain, the plasmid was extracted using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (QIAGEN Inc., Valencia, CA) and digested with PstI (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Samples were loaded on a 0.8% agarose gel and run for approximately 16.5 h at 30 V. The place of the rfp cassette insertion was determined by sequencing the flanking plasmid region of the cassette with the primer Tn5out (5’-CTGAATTTCGCGGCTTGA-3’), which annealed to the cassette border, directed towards the flanking plasmid DNA region.

To insert the lacI° gene into the chromosome of Ralstonia eutropha JMP228 and Sinorhizobium meliloti RM1021, a triparental mating was performed with the donor E. coli CC118(pipt carrying the lacI° delivery plasmid pSM1435 and HB101 carrying the helper plasmid pRK600 (5). After selection on M9-SAC supplemented with 300 mg/liter Km and 50 mg/liter Rif, one clone of each mating was picked and designated R. eutropha JMP228::lacP° and S. meliloti RM1021::lacP°, respectively. These strains, as well as Pseudomonas putida SM1443, which already harbors the lacP° cassette (5), acquired pB10::rfp through mating with E. coli K-12(pB10::rfp) and selection on LB-KmTcRif (50 mg/liter) agar plates.

Transfer properties of pB10::rfp. To investigate the transferability of pB10::rfp, it was transferred to R. eutropha JMP228, Ralstonia metallidurans AE815, P. putida UWC1, S. meliloti RM1021, and Delftia acidovorans EEZ23, and rfp expression was monitored. Also, triplicate plate matings were performed with donors E. coli K-12(pB10) and E. coli K-12(pB10::rfp) and recipients P. putida SM1443, R. eutropha JMP228, and S. meliloti RM1021, where the amounts of transconjugants, donors, and recipients were determined by plating onto LB-TrRif, LB-Tc, and LB-Rif agar plates, respectively.

Transfer experiments in activated sludge. A fresh grab sample of activated sludge was collected from the aeration tank of the municipal wastewater treatment plant of Moscow, Idaho. The experimental protocol is depicted in Fig. 1. Overnight cultures (ca. 10⁸ CFU/ml) of SM1443(pB10::rfp), JMP228::lacP°(pB10::rfp), and RM1021::lacP°(pB10::rfp), grown in LB broth-TeKmRif, were washed in saline and 100 μl was separately added to 10 ml of activated sludge, in triplicate. The negative control consisted of sludge with 100 μl sterile saline (in triplicate). After vortexing, 100 μl from each “liquid mating” and negative control replicate was spotted onto DAB-SAC and R2A agar plates (“plate matings”). The liquid matings were incubated on a rotary shaker (200 rpm), and the plate matings were incubated stationary, both at 30°C for ca. 20 h. From the liquid matings and the liquid negative controls, 1 ml of each replicate was transferred to an Eppendorf tube. The biomass from the plate matings and the plate negative controls was scraped off the plates, suspended in 1 ml of saline, and has been completely sequenced and annotated (44). It has been identified as the plasmid that mediates resistance against the tetracycline (Tc), 50 mg/liter kanamycin (Km), 50 mg/liter streptomycin (Sm), 100 mg/liter rifampin (Rif), 100 mg/liter nalidixic acid (Nal).
and vortexed rigorously. These samples were subsequently homogenized by pulling up and down in a syringe needle (21 gauge, 1.5 in.). Several dilutions (10^4 to 10^-4) of the mating mixtures and negative controls were plated onto selective plates (R2A-TcSm and DAB-TcSm) (Fig. 1). All plates were incubated at 20°C for up to 28 days (Fig. 1).

Isolation of transconjugants. Transconjugant colonies were detected on the selective agar media based on a red fluorescent phenotype when exposed to blue light (400 to 500 nm) and viewed through an amber filter (Dark Reader; Clare Chemical Research, Denver, CO). At the first time point of isolation (7 days for plate matings and 14 days for liquid matings), a sector on the plate was marked wherein exactly 10 red fluorescent colonies were present (in some cases, plates contained less than 10 colonies), which were picked and their positions marked. Subsequently, at the second isolation (21 days for plate matings and 28 days for liquid matings), a maximum of five newly arisen colonies in that same sector were picked, which resulted in a maximum of 15 transconjugants per replicate. Colonies were purified by repeated restreaking on selective medium until pure red fluorescent colonies were obtained. From each plate, one colony was inoculated in liquid selective medium (DAB-SAC-TcSm or R2A-TcSm) and, after incubation at 30°C, an aliquot was archived at -80°C while the rest was centrifuged to obtain a cell pellet, which was stored at -20°C.

Detailed information on the isolation of each transconjugant can be found on the website http://www.sci.uidaho.edu/biosci/labs/top/research/index.html.

Characterization of transconjugants. The cell pellet was used to obtain genomic DNA. After an enzymatic lysis (37), the DNA was purified with the manufacturer’s specifications and resuspended in 10 μl deionized-distilled H2O (ddH2O) and vortexed rigorously. These samples were subsequently homogenized by pulling up and down in a syringe needle (21 gauge, 1.5 in.). Several dilutions (10^4 to 10^-4) of the mating mixtures and negative controls were plated onto selective plates (R2A-TcSm and DAB-TcSm) (Fig. 1). All plates were incubated at 20°C for up to 28 days (Fig. 1).

Isolation of transconjugants. Transconjugant colonies were detected on the selective agar media based on a red fluorescent phenotype when exposed to blue light (400 to 500 nm) and viewed through an amber filter (Dark Reader; Clare Chemical Research, Denver, CO). At the first time point of isolation (7 days for plate matings and 14 days for liquid matings), a sector on the plate was marked wherein exactly 10 red fluorescent colonies were present (in some cases, plates contained less than 10 colonies), which were picked and their positions marked. Subsequently, at the second isolation (21 days for plate matings and 28 days for liquid matings), a maximum of five newly arisen colonies in that same sector were picked, which resulted in a maximum of 15 transconjugants per replicate. Colonies were purified by repeated restreaking on selective medium until pure red fluorescent colonies were obtained. From each plate, one colony was inoculated in liquid selective medium (DAB-SAC-TcSm or R2A-TcSm) and, after incubation at 30°C, an aliquot was archived at -80°C while the rest was centrifuged to obtain a cell pellet, which was stored at -20°C.

Details on the isolation of each transconjugant can be found on the website http://www.sci.uidaho.edu/biosci/labs/top/research/index.html.

Characterization of transconjugants. The cell pellet was used to obtain genomic DNA. After an enzymatic lysis (37), the DNA was purified with the MoBio UltraClean 15 kit (MoBio Laboratories, Inc., Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s specifications and resuspended in 12 μl TNE-EDTA buffer. This DNA was used in a PCR (Peltier thermal cycler 200; MJ Research, Reno, NV) (3:30 min at 95°C; 30 cycles of 1:10 min at 94°C, 40 s at 56°C, and 2:10 min at 72°C; and 6 min at 72°C) to amplify the 16S rRNA gene, under the following conditions: 36.35 μl deionized-distilled H2O (ddH2O), 5 μl 10X buffer B, 3 μl MgCl2 (50 mM), and 0.25 μl Taq DNA polymerase (5 U/μl) (all from Fisher, Fair Lawn, NJ); 2.5 μl dimerthyl sulfoxide, 0.4 μl deoxynucleoside triphosphate (10 mM), 1 μl primer D1, and 1 μl primer D1 (10 μM) (55); and 0.5 μl of DNA template. All reactions were run on a 1% agarose gel to verify the presence of a 1,500-bp PCR product. Of this product, 0.5 μl was used as template for the cycle sequencing reaction (5 min at 95°C and 25 cycles of 10 s at 95°C, 5 s at 56°C, and 4 min at 60°C), the mixture for which contained 7.5 μl ddH2O, 2.0 μl BigDye Terminator v3.1 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA), and 0.5 μl of each primer R926 (3.2 μM) (33), and which was performed in a 96-well reaction plate. The sequencing products were cleaned by ethanol-EDTA precipitation (37) and resuspended in 10 μl deionized Hi-Di formamide. After subjecting the samples to 95°C for 5 min and placing them on ice for 5 to 10 min, the samples were run on a 3730 DNA analyzer (Applied Biosystems).

The 16S rRNA gene sequences were analyzed in an automated way using an rRNA analysis pipeline (HiSTA; available at http://www.jbist.uidaho.edu/tools).

This pipeline first identified high-quality sequences (less than 3% uncalled bases) greater than 500 bp. The sequences were then analyzed sequentially by BLAST (1) to search for the 25 most similar sequences, at least 1,200 bp long, among eubacterial type strains in the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) (6). The RDP sequence for the closest relative of each input sequence was included in the subsequent analyses. All of the input sequences used in the BLAST search, their closest relatives, and a set of 39 bacterial rRNA sequences representing a broad range of eubacterial sequences, plus a single Archaea sequence, were aligned using ClustalW (50). This alignment is available at the website http://www.sci.uidaho.edu/biosci/labs/top/research/index.html. At this point, the region of the alignment that was used to cluster the sequences was determined. Genetic distances for this region were calculated using the Sikes and Cantor method (23), and the sequences were clustered based upon these distances using the neighbor joining method (40) as implemented in the GCG (Accelrys Inc., San Diego, CA) programs “distances” and “growtree” to construct a phylogenetic tree. The resulting distance matrix was used to compute the following statistics on groups of sequences that had the same closest relative in the RDP type strain database: the mean and standard deviation of the sequence divergence within such a group and the mean and standard deviation of the sequence divergence of all sequences in that group compared to their common closest RDP-type strain relative. The program that computes these statistics (Statgen) is available at http://www.jbist.uidaho.edu/tools.

Detection of pB10:zfp in transconjugants. To confirm the presence of the plasmid pB10:zfp in the transconjugants, a primer pair (F18886, 5'-TCAATGGGTTCTCCCCGCTC-3'; R18900, 5'-CAATAAACGACCAGGCGCAGCAAGA-3') was designed to amplify a pB10-specific 96-bp product by PCR (5 min at 94°C; 35 cycles of 45 s at 94°C, 15 s at 55°C, and 30 s at 72°C; 5 min at 72°C) in the following mixtures: 19.625 μl ddH2O, 2.5 μl 10X buffer B, 0.75 μl MgCl2 (50 mM), and 0.125 μl Taq DNA polymerase (5 U/μl) (all from Fisher, Fair Lawn, NJ), 0.5 μl deoxynucleoside triphosphate (10 mM), 0.75 μl of each primer (10 μM), and 1 μl of DNA template. The presence of an amplification product of the correct size (ca. 100 bp) was verified on a 2% agarose gel.

**Statistical test to detect group differences.** To examine the effects of different treatments on the diversity of observed transconjugants, a statistical test based on the previously described F_ST test (29) was employed. 16S rRNA gene sequences were aligned with Clustal X v.1.83 (49) using default settings. A diversity index (Shannon) of a group of aligned sequences was calculated as the number of base pair differences between two sequences, divided by the number of base pairs considered, averaged over all unique pairs of sequences in that group. When either one of two sequences being compared had an ambiguous base or a gap at a particular base position, then that base position was ignored in the calculations. For each treatment (for example, donor) being tested, a test statistic F_ST was calculated as (θ_T−θ_M)/θ_T, with θ_T being the diversity index for all sequences and θ_M the average of the diversity indices of the groups defined by the different levels of the treatment considered. Statistical significance of F_ST was evaluated by randomly assigning sequences across treatment groups (donor in the example) 1,000 times and recalculating F_ST each time. This way, the distribution of F_ST under the null hypothesis (in the example, no effect of donor on transconjugant 16S rRNA gene diversity) was determined, which allowed for the calculation of a two-sided P value by determining the position of our observed F_ST value in that distribution (16). When the observed F_ST value fell in one of the 0.5% tails of the distribution generated under the null hypothesis (P ≤ 0.001), we rejected the null hypothesis and concluded that the treatment had an effect on transconjugant diversity.

We improved the original test (29) for application to our data set. When testing for one particular effect (for example, donor), we accounted for under-
lysing effects of other experimental factors (for example, plate versus liquid mating) by introducing a restricted permutation scheme (blocking) (16). When permuting a list of sequences, those sequences that belonged to a particular treatment combination (for example Pseudomonas donor, liquid mating in DAB medium for 14 days incubation, replicate 1) were always kept together and reasigned as a group to the same treatment combination under the same or another level of the treatment being tested (for example, donor). Permutation was allowed to treatments that were performed in the experiment but did not generate transconjugants. Finally, we had observed that within a number of treatment combinations, the different replicate experiments resulted in a statistically different transconjugant diversity (a “jackpot” effect). To correct for this effect, the replicate labels assigned to each treatment combination were randomly shuffled (as blocks) before each permutation run. The programming code can be found at the website http://www.sci.uot.ecc.edu/bioinf/labo/top/research/index.html.

Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The partial 16S rRNA gene sequences of the transconjugants were deposited in GenBank under accession numbers AY972165 to AY972470.

RESULTS

Construction of plasmid and donor strains. To monitor the transfer of the plasmid pB10 to indigenous sludge bacteria, the rfp gene under the control of a strong lac promoter was inserted into pB10. The rfp gene was repressed in the donor strains that harbored the lacI repressor and became derepressed after transfer to recipient strains. The PstI restriction pattern of pB10::rfp was not visibly different from that of the original plasmid pB10. The location of the rfp cassette insertion was determined to be at position 21154 of the annotated plasmid map (44), located within traC, which is not necessary for transfer to most recipients (26). Expression of the rfp gene on pB10::rfp was confirmed in P. putida UWC1, R. metallerdurans AE815, R. eutropha JMP228, D. acidovorans EEZ232, and S. meliloti RM1021. As expected, P. putida SM1443(pB10::rfp), R. eutropha JMP228 lacP(pB10::rfp), and S. meliloti RM1021 lacP(pB10::rfp) did not exhibit red fluorescence, while the presence of the plasmid and functionality of the rfp marker were confirmed by transferring the plasmid to E. coli K-12 and observing red fluorescence.

To investigate a possible effect of the rfp insertion on the transferability of pB10, plate matings were performed with E. coli K-12 donors harboring either pB10 or pB10::rfp and P. putida SM1443, R. eutropha JMP228, and S. meliloti RM1021 recipients. No significant differences in plasmid transfer frequencies (expressed as transconjugants/recipient) were detected for transfer to JMP228 and RM1021. The transfer frequency of pB10::rfp to SM1443 was slightly but significantly lower than for pB10 (7.8 × 10⁻³ versus 5.7 × 10⁻¹; P = 0.0038; t test). Because the insertion of rfp in traC had a small to negligible effect on the transfer frequencies using these recipients, this marked plasmid was retained for this study.

Transfer of pB10::rfp in activated-sludge samples. To investigate the effect of the donor strain on the host range of plasmid pB10::rfp in an activated-sludge community, P. putida SM1443(pB10::rfp), R. eutropha JMP228 lacP(pB10::rfp), and S. meliloti RM1021 lacP(pB10::rfp) were introduced separately into a fresh sludge sample. The rfp-positive transconjugant colonies were easily recognized through their red fluorescence against the background growth of the donor strain and indigenous resistant sludge bacteria (ca. 10⁸ CFU for liquid matings to 10⁶ CFU for plate matings on 10⁻¹ dilution). No rfp-positive colonies were detected in the negative controls, where ca. 2 × 10⁷ to 3 × 10⁷ CFU/ml sludge bacteria grew on the selective media. To determine whether mating and transconjugant isolation conditions could influence the kinds of transconjugants detected, the matings were done by overnight incubation of conjugation mixtures on either R2A or DAB-SAC agar plates (plate matings) or in shaking activated-sludge samples (liquid matings) (Fig. 1), and transconjugant colonies were isolated after different time intervals. A total of 334 transconjugants were isolated from the entire set of mating and isolation procedures with the three donor strains, as outlined in Fig. 1. With two exceptions (Fig. 1, ND), all procedures yielded transconjugants.

General diversity of transconjugants. A total of 306 transconjugants were classified based on ca. 600-bp single-strand reads of their 16S rRNA gene sequences. Twenty-eight clones could not be identified, mostly due to clone purification or DNA isolation problems. Table 2 shows the list of closest relatives among the type strains in the RDP database, the number of transconjugant clones related to each RDP sequence, the sequence variation, and the source of the transconjugants. The transconjugants belonged to either the γ-Proteobacteria Pseudomonas or Stenotrophomonas or to 13 genera of the α-Proteobacteria. For each genus, the presence of pB10::rfp was confirmed in one representative clone by a pB10-specific PCR assay. Comparison of the 16S rRNA sequences of the transconjugants only to RDP type strains, rather than to all sequences available, allowed a more reliable transconjugant characterization, with 88% of the isolates exhibiting a sequence similarity of at least 97% with one of the type strains.

To our knowledge, the transconjugants related to Phenyllobacterium, Aminobacter, Mesorhizobium, Defluvibacter, Caulobacter, Methyllobacterium, Bosea, and Sphingomonas have not been previously identified as hosts for BHR plasmids (3, 9, 17, 18, 32, 35, 36).

Effect of the plasmid donor on diversity of transconjugants. We tested the hypothesis that the plasmid donor has an effect on the diversity of transconjugants in two ways (Fig. 2A; Table 2). First, the relative diversity at the genus level, expressed as the ratio of the number of different genera of transconjugants to the total number of transconjugants obtained with a specific donor, was compared between donors and shown to be clearly different. S. meliloti had the highest ratio (0.10), indicating this group of transconjugants was the most diverse, followed by P. putida (0.07) and R. eutropha (0.05). The most striking donor-dependent observation was the detection of eight unique genera of transconjugants when Sinorhizobium meliloti was used as plasmid donor (Fig. 2A). Second, a statistical test was employed to determine if these observations at the genus level were the result of a significant effect of the plasmid donor on the diversity of transconjugants as defined by their 16S rRNA gene sequence divergence. Using the 16S rRNA gene sequences of all transconjugants, grouped according to the donor used to obtain them, the averages of the three subgroup diversity indices (θₛ), and one overall group diversity index were calculated (θₚ), resulting in an Fₛₚ value of -0.0082. This Fₛₚ value calculated from our observed data set fell outside of the range of 1,000 data sets obtained through permutation between donors, under the null hypothesis that the donor does not affect the transconjugant diversity. Therefore, we rejected this null hypothesis (P < 0.002) and concluded that
there was a clear effect of the plasmid donor on the diversity of transconjugants.

Since it may be argued that the transconjugant diversity per donor subgroup could be correlated with the size of the transconjugant pool obtained for each donor, we examined this possibility by calculating the slope of a linear regression performed on the diversity indices \( \theta \) for each donor subgroup as a function of the number of transconjugants in that subgroup (slope = \(-0.0001479\)). Next, its position was determined in the distribution of slopes under the null hypothesis (slope is not different from zero), obtained through permuting the data as described before. We were unable to reject the null hypothesis (\( P = 0.498; 1,000 \) permutations), indicating that the differences in the transconjugant numbers for each donor did not correlate with the transconjugant diversity measures.

**Effect of different mating and isolation conditions on the diversity of transconjugants.** Different mating conditions (agar plate versus liquid sludge) and isolation strategies (medium plate versus liquid DAB) were used to assess their impact on transconjugant diversity. The results indicated that these factors had a significant effect on the observed diversity, with plate mating generally yielding higher diversity compared to liquid DAB conditions.
and incubation time) affected the diversity of transconjugants obtained. Three genera of transconjugants were only recovered after plate matings and eight only after liquid matings (Fig. 2B). *Pseudomonas* sp. and *Ochrobactrum* sp. isolates constituted the majority of transconjugants found in plate matings (183/232), while *Rhizobium* sp. transconjugants represented the main group recovered from liquid matings (47/74) (Table 2). The effect of the mating conditions on the 16S rRNA gene sequence diversity of transconjugants was shown to be statistically significant ($F_{ST} = 0.268; P < 0.002; 1,000$ permutations).

Since longer incubation times were required for some transconjugants to form visible colonies on the selective agar media, a second isolation round after 3 or 4 weeks increased the diversity of transconjugants obtained. Overall, six genera of transconjugants were only detected after the second isolation round (Fig. 2B). The extended incubation time particularly increased the diversity of transconjugants isolated from liquid matings, since 5 of the 12 genera were only isolated in the second round. The effect of incubation time on the diversity of transconjugant 16S rRNA gene sequences was found to be statistically significant ($F_{ST} = 0.304; P < 0.002; 1,000$ permutations).

Some genera and several species of transconjugants were only detected on one of the two types of agar media (R2A versus DAB-SAC) (Table 2), which corresponded to a significant effect of medium on transconjugant diversity ($F_{ST} = 0.029; P < 0.002; 1,000$ permutations). In sum, our findings show that employing multiple experimental methods significantly increased the transconjugant diversity compared to any method alone.

**DISCUSSION**

Previous investigators have suggested that the “flow” of a plasmid within a community could depend on the original plasmid donor (13) and that the genetic background of the host might influence the conjugational transfer frequency and host range of the plasmid (25). However, prior to this study, no experimental data were available to support this hypothesis. Our finding that transconjugants belonging to the genera *Amimonobacter*, *Bosea*, *Defluvibacter*, *Mesorhizobium*, *Agrobacterium*, *Phenylobacterium*, *Methylobacterium*, and *Caulobacter* were only isolated from sludge when *Sinorhizobium meliloti* was the plasmid donor was the most striking example of donor-dependent plasmid host range. Moreover, the statistically significant effect of donors on the diversity of obtained transconjugants in the $F_{ST}$ test (29) clearly demonstrates that the transfer range of pB10::rfp was affected by the donor delivering the plasmid to the bacterial community. In general, these results suggest that the range of hosts to which a plasmid can spread in a bacterial community depends on the hosts already carrying the plasmid. In other words, the host range of a plasmid in a community is not a fixed trait that is dependent only on the properties of the plasmid itself.

There are at least five different mechanisms by which a donor-dependent effect on plasmid host range might occur. First, differences in strain survival, plasmid maintenance, and
conjugative plasmid transfer efficiencies will determine the number of successful conjugation events, which might lead to an apparent increase in the diversity of recipients. In the present case this can be rejected, since there was no statistically significant correlation between the number of transconjugants obtained per donor subgroup and the corresponding diversity indices. A second possibility is that host regulation of tra genes could affect the efficiency of plasmid transfer, as has been shown for F-like plasmids (25). While this might influence the efficiency or frequency of transfer, it is difficult to envision how this would influence the range of recipients to which the donor transfers its plasmid. Third, restriction-modification (R-M) systems of the donor and recipient strains might limit the acquisition of foreign DNA, as restriction enzymes cleave DNA not modified by the appropriate modification enzymes (14). This constitutes a frequently encountered barrier to the acquisition of foreign DNA lacking the imprinted modification pattern characterizing the recipient DNA as self (57). Since conjugative transfer of RP4(IncP-1α) and R751(IncP-1β) is known to be sensitive to restriction (58), even the transfer of these BHR plasmids, which evolved systems to acquire a general promiscuity, can still be negatively affected by R-M systems of certain recipient strains. Conversely, a high similarity of R-M systems between donors and recipients might increase the success of plasmid transfer. Fourth, the proximity of donors and recipients in the environment will determine the likelihood of contact between donors and recipients. At least two factors play a role in determining this proximity. The first is the physiology of donors and potential recipients, since donors with strictly aerobic metabolism are more likely to be adjacent to other aerobic organisms, for example. The nonrandom spatial distribution of microbial populations is commonplace and has been shown to occur in biofilms (28), sludge granules (46), termite gut (45), microbial mats (56), soil (20), and activated sludge (2). The second factor is the physiochemical characteristics of outer cell surfaces of the donor and recipient. For example, cells with a hydrophobic surface are more likely to associate with hydrophobic particulate matter in an environment. It has been shown that the adherence of bacterial isolates from wastewater treatment plants to flocs is increased by higher cell surface hydrophobicity (59). Both of these factors help determine the “nearest neighbors” of donors and thereby influence the chances of plasmid acquisition by a potential recipient. Finally, biophysical interactions existing between bacterial surfaces, such as electrostatic, hydrophobic, and Van Der Waals forces (53), could influence the ability of cells to be in close apposition so that assembly of bacterial mating pairs and the formation of conjugative pores can occur (25, 27). In RP4-bearing E. coli, changes in membrane physiology that allow formation of conjugational junctions have been postulated to be essential for conjugative success and might be key to binding to cell walls or membranes from diverse taxa, including gram-positive bacteria and yeast (42). As these cell surface changes may be more efficient in some donors than in others, donor-related influences on mating pair formation might exist. Given our limited knowledge of plasmid transfer processes in the environment, it is not possible to know the extent to which these or possibly other factors influence the host range of a plasmid in a community.

We cannot rule out the possibility that insertion of the rfp cassette into the traC gene of pB10 influenced transfer of the plasmid to certain potential hosts. Plasmid-encoded primase is generally not required for successful transfer and establishment of the plasmid in a transconjugant (26), but exceptions have been reported in at least two donor-recipient combinations (P. aeruginosa-P. stutzeri and E. coli-Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium) (31, 34). Likewise, some transconjugants may not have been detected because the rfp gene was not expressed or the fluorescent protein did not correctly fold (13). These factors might explain why no β-Proteobacteria were found among the transconjugants, an observation in contrast with previous studies showing IncP-1β catabolic plasmids transferring predominantly to β-Proteobacteria (17). However, such events would at worst lead to an underestimation of the diversity of transconjugants obtained. It would not account for differences in the range of recipients observed with different donors, and thus the primary observations of our study remain valid.

The experimental conditions used to examine plasmid transfer and the time allowed for growth of transconjugants both affected the diversity of recipients that were recovered. In our study only α-Proteobacteria were isolated from matings done in liquid, while both γ- and α-Proteobacteria were isolated from plate matings. This could be due to the initial strong proliferation of γ-Proteobacteria when the activated-sludge sample was exposed to the agar medium in plate matings (13, 54), whereas the activated sludge in liquid matings was not amended with nutrients. This finding is analogous to those of Goris et al., who found that conjugative transfer of plasmid pC1gfp to an activated-sludge community on LB agar plates yielded mainly Aeromonas sp., whereas Delftia acidovorans was predominantly isolated from matings done in liquid sludge (17). Since liquid matings are a more accurate representation of plasmid spread in a wastewater treatment plant, the host range found under these conditions probably best represents the natural host range in this ecosystem. We also observed that prolonged incubation of the selective media enhanced the recovery of transconjugants belonging to the slower-growing α-Proteobacteria (Fig. 2B). These findings suggest that various mating conditions and longer transconjugant incubation times should be used to expand the range of transconjugants detected and avoid excluding slow and poorly growing community members.

As this is the first demonstration of a donor effect on plasmid transfer in a microbial community, further evaluations including other plasmids, donors, and microbial communities are needed to examine in which instances such a donor effect can occur. Also, the nature of the effect of different donors on the plasmid transfer properties should be investigated. Our results provide a basis for further research in this area, which will offer novel insights into the role of the plasmid donor in natural plasmid spread.
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